Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering is a broad multi-disciplinary doctoral programme providing graduates with the ability to work in a variety of fields ranging from traditional electrical engineering and energy sector to biomedical engineering and robotics and nanotechnology and further to communications engineering. Based on a strong mathematical and natural science basis, the curriculum is flexible, allowing each doctoral candidate to compile her/his own combination of courses and research according to her/his own interests. The programme covers all disciplines of the School of Electrical Engineering and allows multi-disciplinary co-operation across Aalto University.

The Aalto Doctoral Programme in Electrical Engineering was established on 1 January 2011. It comprises 24 fields of research. The Programme is a joint effort of the Departments of Electronics and Nanoengineering (ELE), Signal Processing and Acoustics (SPA), Electrical Engineering and Automation (EEA), and Communications and Networking (TLV), as well as the Metsähovi Radio Observatory and Micronova - the Research Centre for Micro- and Nanotechnology.

The degree

The Doctor of Science (Tech) degree is 40 ECTS credits of theoretical studies and dissertation thesis which means four years of full-time studies. The Licentiate of Science (Tech) degree is 40 ECTS credits of theoretical studies and licentiate thesis which means two years of full-time studies. The extent of the licentiate and doctoral degrees consist of theoretical studies and research work. The emphasis is on research work. See more detailed description of the degree.

Research fields in Doctoral Programme in Electrical Engineering

The research field is chosen when applying to the programme. Descriptions of the research field can be found at Degree structure and coursework page.

- Acoustics and Audio Signal Processing
- Advanced materials and photonics
- Applied Electronics
- Automation, Systems and Control Engineering
- Bioelectronics and Instrumentation
- Communications Engineering
- Electromagnetics and Circuit Theory
- Electromechanics
- Electronics integration and reliability
- Illumination Engineering and Electrical Building Services
- Information Theory
- Measurement Science and Technology
- Micro- and Nanoelectronic Circuit Design
- Micro- and nanosciences
- Network Economics
- Networking Technology
- Power Electronics and Electric Drives
- Power Systems and High Voltage Engineering
- Radio Engineering
- Signal Processing for Communications
- Signal Processing Technology
- Space science and technology
- Speech and Language Technology
- User Interfaces
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Opiskelijapalvelupisteet toistaiseksi kiinni | Serviceställen för studerande stängda tillvidare | Student service points closed for now
11 hours ago

Koronavirus – Tarkista uusimmat tiedot aalto.fi-verkkosivuilta | Coronavirus – kolla uppdaterad information på aalto.fi | Corona virus – Check the updated instructions on aalto.fi
16.03.2020

9. - 15.3. Ravintolakysely / Quality survey on restaurants / Enkät om kvaliteten på restaurangerna
Biodesign Innovation Summer School 4.-22.5.2020

Resilienssini 2030? – suomenkielinen työpaja opiskelijoille maaliskuussa

Climate change and emotions – one day workshop for Aalto students in April

Vastaa kyselyyn yliopistoymäräistöstää viimeistään 11.3. | Svara på enkäten om universitetets inlärningsmiljö senast 11 mars | Survey about the university environment open until 11 March

Uusi HSL-kortti toimii kullukorttina Aallossa - New HSL travel card works in Aalto

Liikkuminen yliopiston rakennuksissa muuttuu – hankithan HSL-kortin | Tillträdet till universitetsbyggnaderna förändras – hämta ditt HSL-kort | Mobility in the university buildings changes – collect you HSL card

Kysely yliopistoymäräistöstää auki 6.3. saakka | Enkäten om universitetets inlärningsmiljö öppen fram till 6 mars | Survey about the university environment open until 6 March

Lisää uutisia - Mera nyheter - More news